Mixed Domains Enhance Charge Generation and Extraction in Bulk-Heterojunction Solar Cells with Small-Molecule Donors
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The interplay between nanomorphology and efficiency of polymer-fullerene bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells has been the subject of intense research, but the generality of these concepts for small-molecule (SM) BHJs remains unclear. Here, the relation between performance, charge generation, recombination, and extraction dynamics and nanomorphology, achievable with two analogous benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b]dithiophene-pyrido[3,4-b]pyrazine SM donors (BDT(PTTh)_2), namely SM1 and SM2, differing by their side-chain substitution pattern, are examined as a function of solution additive composition. The results show that 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), used as a processing additive acts as a plasticizer in the blends, increases domain size, and promotes ordering/crystallinity. Surprisingly, the system with high domain purity (SM1) exhibits both poor exciton harvesting and severe charge trapping, alleviated only slightly with increased crystallinity. In contrast, the system consisting of mixed domains and lower crystallinity (SM2) shows both excellent exciton harvesting and low charge recombination losses. Importantly, the onset of large, highly-ordered pure crystallites in the latter (SM2) system reduces solar cell efficiency, pointing to possible differences in the ideal morphologies for SM-based BHJ solar cells compared with polymer-fullerene devices. In polymer-based systems, tie chains between pure polymer crystals establish a continuous charge transport network, whereas SM-based active layers may in some cases require mixed domains at concentrations that enable both small molecule aggregation and charge percolation to the electrodes.

1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs) continue to represent an exciting prospect for solar to electrical power generation. Being comprised of earth-abundant and potentially non-toxic materials, OPVs can be manufactured by scalable solution-based fabrication techniques such as roll-to-roll coating or ink-jet printing. Progress in the field has resulted in efficiencies >13%,[1] with a predicted achievable efficiency of 20% – a firm target.[2–6] BHJ OPV devices based on well-defined, π-conjugated SM electron donors have recently reached efficiencies that rival their more widely studied polymer-fullerene BHJ solar cell counterparts.[7,8,90] An advantage of SMs over polymers is that their well-defined, monodisperse architectures enable facile purification, reproducible syntheses, and ease of scalability for commercialization and use in large-area PV modules. SMs have also been demonstrated to have increased molecular ordering compared with polymers,[9–11] which can lead to improved charge mobilities, higher quantum efficiencies, and lower energy losses after photoabsorption.[12] Thus, SM BHJ solar cells provide a plausible route to achieving predicted efficiencies.

With the development of new material systems for “donor-acceptor” BHJ solar cells (active layers comprising at least one electron-donor and one electron-acceptor component), research has increasingly focused on determining the ideal active layer nanomorphology to enhance device performance. Through this effort on polymer-fullerene cells, several guidelines have emerged such as the need for ~10 nm domains to enable efficient
exciton harvesting and, more recently, the presence of pure domains of each molecule for higher charge mobility and suppressed recombination\textsuperscript{[13–17]} It is not sufficient for the materials in the BHJ to have appropriate energy levels, but it is also critical that the film morphology is optimized. Small molecules have different constraints and properties than polymers, and for SM-based OPVs to realize their full potential, morphological guidelines must be developed that take into account these differences. Only recently has initial work focused on general relationships between morphology and performance for SM systems.\textsuperscript{[17,91]}

In recent work, we expanded the range of wide-bandgap ($E_g > 1.8\text{eV}$) SM donor materials for BHJ solar cells through the design and synthesis of a SM system that achieved efficiencies as high as 6.5% when blended with the fullerene acceptor PC$_{71}$BM.\textsuperscript{[18]} The molecules were derived from the alternating push-pull motif that has been used in the low-bandgap SM donor p-DTS(BTTh$_2$)$_2$\textsuperscript{[19,20]} replacing the dithienosilole-benzothiadiazole (DTS-BT) moiety with a benzo[1,2-$b$:4,5-$b'$]dithiophene-pyrido[3,4-$b$]pyrazine (BDT-PP) core and yielding an analogue with deeper HOMO and shallower LUMO levels, namely BDT(PPT$_2$)$_2$ (see Table S1 for levels). The BDT unit is common to several high-performing polymer systems,\textsuperscript{[21]} while the PP unit is more synthetically tunable than BT and can include alkyl side-chains that contribute toward solubility. Our initial study involved four analogous BDT(PPT$_2$)$_2$ donors with distinct side-chain patterns, resulting in BHJ solar cells with very different morphologies and performance figures despite the donor molecules having similar $\pi$-conjugated main-chains, energy levels, and optical gaps.\textsuperscript{[18]}

Such distinct efficiency figures obtained across a set of structurally analogous SM donors –differing only by their side-chain substitution pattern– represent an opportunity to examine how their substituents influence the development of thin-film nanostructures and how nanostructures impact device efficiency in SM BHJ solar cells. Thus, two of the better-performing molecules were selected for further investigation, namely SM1 and SM2 shown in Figure 1a. Notably, the BDT motifs in SM1 bear alkoxy side-chain substituents, whereas BDT units in SM2 are appended with alkyl-substituted thiophene pendant groups (so-called “ring substituents”). Both SM donors possess relatively large optical gaps ($\sim$1.8–1.9 eV),\textsuperscript{[18]} similar to that of P3HT\textsuperscript{[22]} compared with the lower optical gap of the p-DTS(BTTh$_2$)$_2$ counterpart ($\sim$1.5 eV),\textsuperscript{[20]} making them of particular interest for use as UV absorbers in tandem solar cells or semitransparent device applications.\textsuperscript{[23]}

In our initial work, we found that adding small quantities of the additive DIO to the chlorobenzene (CB) processing solvent was key in enhancing device performance. Solvent additives like DIO are often used to influence film morphology, leading to an alteration of both the local packing structure and the mesoscale domain morphology (size, composition, and connectivity between domains). Their effects are as of yet difficult to predict for a particular pair of molecules. Reports exist of additives enhancing\textsuperscript{[24–26]} or reducing\textsuperscript{[27,28]} aggregation as well as coarsening\textsuperscript{[26,29,30]} or dispersing\textsuperscript{[31,32]} domains. These morphological changes have been attributed to several possible mechanisms, including the additive acting as a differential solvent (solvating one molecule while the other solidifies)\textsuperscript{[33]} being a better solvent than the processing solvent (controlling solution preaggregation),\textsuperscript{[27,34]} suppressing liquid-liquid phase separation,\textsuperscript{[35]} and acting as a plasticizer (enabling phase evolution and crystallization after evaporation of the processing solvent).\textsuperscript{[33,36–38]} In our initial work with BDT(PPT$_2$)$_2$ analogues, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements could not resolve quantitative changes imparted to the mesoscale morphology of the BHJ active layers processed under various conditions.\textsuperscript{[18]} Thus, little is known to date on what causes the dramatic increase in device performance in these systems when DIO is added to the solution.

In this contribution, we examine the performance, charge generation, recombination and extraction dynamics, and nanomorphology formation in BHJ solar cells fabricated with the two BDT(PPT$_2$)$_2$ analogues SM1 and SM2 in the presence (and absence) of DIO additive in the blend solution. We find that, at low concentrations, DIO acts as a plasticizer, increasing domain size and ordering in a similar trend as that reported earlier for DTS(BTTh$_2$)$_2$.\textsuperscript{[37,38]} However, above a critical DIO concentration threshold, a high degree of crystallinity forms across the active layer. The lower miscibility between SM1 and PC$_{71}$BM results in large, nearly pure domains, even without DIO, leading to exciton recombination and charge trapping. When DIO is added to the blend, the crystallinity of the film increases, and significant charge trapping and recombination still occurs. In contrast, the high miscibility of SM2 with PC$_{71}$BM results in small, mixed domains, with the BHJ films exhibiting high exciton harvesting and low charge recombination that is optimized at low levels of crystallinity. For SM2, device performance is further improved by using DIO through increased local aggregation and molecular alignment measured within and between domains embedded in a molecularly mixed matrix. Such a result suggests that different target morphologies are likely needed in SM donor-based BHJ solar cells compared to those of their polymer-fullerene counterparts, i.e., a higher level of mixing for efficient charge generation and percolation due to the lack of polymer tie chains.

2. Results

2.1. Device Performance

Solar cell devices (area: 0.1 cm$^2$) with the structure Glass/ITO/MoO$_x$/SM:PC$_{71}$BM/Ca/Al were fabricated
with active layers (all 90±5 nm thick) cast from 1:1 blends (by weight) dissolved in chlorobenzene with 0, 0.2, or 0.5 liquid volume percent (v.%) DIO. Concentrations up to 1 v.% were also used but produced lower efficiencies and are not discussed here. Device performance was assessed under AM1.5G solar illumination, and the $J-V$ curves are provided in Figure 1. Table 1 gives a summary of the performance parameters obtained for the various conditions examined. As reported in our initial work,$^{[18]}$ the two SM donors achieved optimized device performance for different concentrations of DIO additive (0.5 v.% for SM1 devices vs 0.2 v.% for SM2 devices), but the use of DIO led to an overall solar cell efficiency improvement in both cases.

The different trends in device performance vs. DIO concentration -despite the structural molecular similarity of the SM donors- is important to note. SM1–based cells exhibit a substantial rise in $J_{SC}$ and $V_{OC}$ only when a DIO concentration of 0.5 v.% is employed (little-to-no improvement for lower concentrations), corresponding to the best device performance measured. The $FF$ increases monotonically with DIO concentration. The performance trends for SM2-based cells are different from that of the SM1-based devices. When adding only 0.2 v.% DIO, the device efficiency more than doubles, with significant increases in $J_{SC}$ and $FF$, which then reverse course beyond 0.5 v.% DIO concentrations. $V_{OC}$, on the other hand, decreases monotonically with increasing DIO concentrations. While very different, both behaviors indicate the presence of multiple effects, and competing influences on charge generation and extraction when DIO is employed as the processing additive.

Table 1. Device performance and photoluminescence quenching (PLQ) efficiency from SM (1 or 2):PC$_{71}$BM ratio of 1:1 (wt/wt) solution-cast from chlorobenzene (CB) with the indicated amounts of DIO additive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SM</th>
<th>DIO $[\text{v.%}]$</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ $[\text{mA/cm}^2]$</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ $[\text{V}]$</th>
<th>$FF$ [%]</th>
<th>Avg. PCE [%]</th>
<th>Max. PCE [%]</th>
<th>PLQ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Additional device statistics, including standard deviations, are provide in Table S1 in the Supporting Information; $^b$optimized amount of DIO.

The normalized absorbance spectra of the six different active layers and neat SM donor films cast without DIO reveal trends on the SM donor aggregation state. The insets of Figure 1d and 1e emphasizes the aggregation peak at ca. 600 nm. The presence of PC$_{71}$BM reduces the intensity of this peak for all devices relative to the neat films, indicating that the fullerene disrupts the aggregation of the SM donor. For the SM1–based blends, spectra for 0 v.% and 0.2 v.% DIO are identical, and only with 0.5 v.% DIO does aggregation become more pronounced. These observations follow the trend in device performance parameters discussed above. On the other hand, the aggregation-related absorption features of SM2 in the blend increase monotonically with the amount of DIO additive. This trend does not follow that of the device performance, and requires a more in-depth study of the charge generation process and the morphological changes occurring across the active layer with various concentrations of DIO.

2.2. Dynamics of Charge Generation

The device metrics are all affected by several fundamental processes associated with the conversion of photons (light) into extracted electrons (photocurrent). We thus turn to a stepwise characterization of the charge
generation and collection processes in these devices by employing steady-state and transient spectroscopy techniques. With absorption being nearly identical for all devices (SM1 systematically absorbs slightly more light than SM2 from 540-600 nm, see Figure S1), we focus on the four main subsequent processes: exciton dynamics, charge generation, charge recombination, and charge extraction. This provides more insight into the reasons for the observed performance trends – particularly the differences in $J_{SC}$ and $FF$.

### 2.2.1 Exciton Dynamics

Photoluminescence quenching (PLQ) efficiencies are summarized in Table 1. Such data is an effective ceiling on the efficiency of converting excitons into charges. Of note is that PLQ for both systems decreases when DIO is added to the casting solution. In the case of the SM2 system, the reduction in PLQ is initially insignificant with >99% of radiative recombination channels quenched with 0 v. % or 0.2 v. % DIO, the latter representing optimized processing conditions. Increasing DIO further to 0.5 v. % reduced the PLQ to <90%. The SM1 system is quite different with ~90% PLQ reduced to <50% under ‘device optimized’ DIO concentrations. This indicates that fewer than half of all excitons created (photons absorbed) are available for charge generation. Such a significant reduction in PLQ is unexpected considering the drastic improvement of device performance.
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**Figure 2.** Normalized photoluminescence (PL) spectra averaged between 0 and 200 ps of (a) SM1 and (c) SM2 in chlorobenzene solution (dotted lines) and in neat films (solid lines). The differences at short wavelength are attributed to self-absorption in the dense film. The normalized PL spectra of the corresponding blends are overlaid as grey-shaded area curves. The films, both neat and blends, were prepared with the optimal DIO concentration (0.5 v. % for SM1 and 0.2 v. % for SM2). (b) and (d): corresponding normalized decays of the PL intensity of solutions (blue), neat films (red), and that of blend films (black).

To gain further insight into exciton diffusion, we monitored their dynamics by time-resolved (TRPL) and steady-state photoluminescence spectroscopy. These (see Figure 2) experiments provided several important insights: first, a certain degree of molecular order observed in neat SM1 and SM2 films is disrupted in DIO-optimized thin-film blends, an observation that is even more evident for SM2. Second, excitons in SM1 and SM2 films exhibit very different diffusion characteristics to quenching sites (such as defects for neat films or heterojunction interfaces in case of the blends).

The existence of molecular order in thin films of pure SM1 and SM2 is inferred from the increased vibronic structure of the PL compared to that of the molecules in chlorobenzene solution. The broad spectra in solution point to a distribution of molecular conformations. In the case of SM1, this is supported by a change from bi-exponential PL dynamics in solution to mono-exponential dynamics in neat films (see inset of Figure 2a) consistent with a more homogeneous molecular environment in films and the absence of structural relaxation. As indicated by the weaker vibrational structure of the PL spectra of optimal blends (grey areas in Figure 2), this molecular order is significantly reduced in blends versus the neat film.

Turning to the dynamics (insets of Figure 2), one would expect a shorter PL lifetime in films than in solutions due to exciton diffusion to quenching sites (defects or boundaries, for instance) in films, which facilitate recombination. Interestingly, films of SM1 appear to not follow this principle: the PL lifetime in neat films of SM1 (524 ps) remains similar to the longer-lived component observed in solution (bi-exponential decay yielding 601 ps and 42 ps time constants). This remains valid even upon blending SM1 with PC$_{71}$BM (optimal DIO) as only a limited fraction (31%) of the PL exhibited a fast decay component, estimated to have a lifetime of 93 ps, while most of the PL decay remained similar (409 ps) to that of the neat films of SM1 (524 ps), consistent with the poor PLQ. This indicates that the average distance to defects (in the neat film) or to the interface with the electron acceptor (in blends) tends to be larger than the exciton diffusion length, which in turn points to either slow exciton diffusion or a large average distance to quenching sites. In contrast, SM2 neat films showed significantly shorter PL lifetimes (203 ps) compared to those observed on isolated molecules in solution (1297 ps) (see inset of Figure 2b). In optimized SM2 blend films, the PL decay components (37 ps and 143 ps) are substantially shorter than those of the neat films of SM2 (here 85% of the PL decay is associated to the shorter time constant), indicating that a majority of the exciton population reached the interface within the average diffusion length. As further described below, we believe this difference between SM1 and SM2 blend film PL lifetimes is due to the presence of larger and more pure SM1 phases in optimal SM1:PC$_{71}$BM blends.

### 2.2.2 Charge Generation

The diffusion-limited exciton dissociation in optimized
SM1 blends results in poorer charge generation yields than optimized SM2 blends, as evidenced by transient absorption (TA) pump-probe spectroscopy experiments. **Figure 3a** and **3b** show the blend TA spectra at selected delay times (continuous lines) as well as the spectra of neat SM1 and SM2 films at early delay times (dashed lines). In **Figure 3a**, the initial TA spectrum of the SM1 blend is very similar to that of the neat film – only differing in the region of stimulated emission (1.5-1.8 eV) – which indicates that singlet excitons are the main excited states present in the BHJ films. The charge-induced absorption becomes visible only after several tens of picoseconds (negative change in transmission at 1.4 eV). An electro-absorption feature around 1.95 eV accompanied the emergence of charges in the SM1 blend and is associated with those near the interface. In contrast, in SM2 films a charge-induced absorption signature (also just below 1.4 eV) was already present on the sub-picosecond timescale, indicating ultrafast charge transfer. Here, we note that the modest exciton dissociation and charge generation efficiency observed in SM1 blends cannot be attributed to insufficient driving force for charge separation at the heterojunction, because SM1 and SM2 have comparable IP and EA energies.[18] This is confirmed by time-delayed collection field (TDCF) experiments[39] on optimized blends presented in **Figure 3c** and **3d**, which demonstrate that increasing the driving force by applying an external field has virtually no effect on charge generation in the SM1 blends and causes only a limited enhancement in the SM2 blends. Therefore, in the case of SM1 devices, this result indicates that the fill factor of devices is mainly limited by non-geminate recombination competing with charge extraction. However, in the case of SM2, the identical slopes of the TDCF data and the J-V data indicate non-geminate recombination is of less importance (except near $V_{oc}$) and that the device performance becomes limited by (however small) geminate recombination.[40]

**Figure 3.** Charge generation in optimized BHJ thin films with SM1 and SM2: (a) Short delay transient absorption (TA) spectra of SM1:PC$_{71}$BM blends (excitation density 17 µJ/cm$^2$) and (b) SM2:PC$_{71}$BM blends (excitation density 1.6 µJ/cm$^2$). The dashed lines correspond to the spectra of the neat films of SM1 and SM2, averaged from 1 to 1.5 ps (excitation density 4 µJ/cm$^2$). (c) J-V curves (left axis) and voltage dependence of the total charge $Q_{tot}$ extracted as probed by TDCF experiments (right axis) on an optimized SM1 device and (d) an optimized SM2 device (excitation density for both 0.2 µJ/cm$^2$). The films were excited with a 100 fs laser pulse at 500 nm for the TDCF experiment and 532 nm for the TA analysis.

**2.2.3 Charge Carrier Dynamics**

**Figure 4** shows the fluence-dependent dynamics of the charge-induced absorption between 1 ns and 100 µs as monitored by TA spectroscopy. The recombination channels are inferred from a fit of the experimental data to a two-pool model (see differential equations and analytical solution/fitting expression in the SI). This model assumes that a fraction $f$ of the initial charge carrier population consists of spatially-separated charges, which exhibit a power-law decay with a recombination order of $\lambda + 1 \geq 2$ and a recombination prefactor $k_A$. The remaining fraction $1 - f$ of the initial carrier population is attributed to coulombically-bound charges, namely interfacial geminate pairs, which decay according to quasi single exponential dynamics with a time constant $\tau$.[41] The parameters $f$, $\lambda$, $k_A$ and $\tau$ are considered independent of the initial number of charges. Fits to the data for the device-optimized SM1 blends indicate that a fraction $1 - f = 23\%$ of the charges do not undergo charge separation to spatially-separated charges, but recombines geminately instead. This may be related to the presence of the electro-absorption feature in TA measurements, which are caused by charges trapped near the interface (see **Figure 3a** and SI). Indeed, as shown in recent studies,[42–46] the ability of charges to rapidly part from the donor-acceptor heterojunction plays a major role in efficient charge
generation. This recombination channel adds to the exciton dissociation losses evidenced earlier for the SM1 devices in the PLQ measurements. Despite the absence of electro-absorption in SM2 blends, our analysis measures a lower, but still finite, fraction of geminate recombination (1 - f = 13%) in these blends.

Turning to the non-geminate recombination channel, the parameters λ and kɛ extracted from the fit enable us to compute the equivalent bimolecular recombination coefficient under one sun illumination (details in the SI).[46] This value allows comparison of the non-geminate recombination rates of systems having different non-geminate recombination orders. Interestingly, the values obtained for SM1 and SM2 are quite similar with (1.6 +/- 0.7) x 10^{-12} and (1.0 +/- 0.2) x 10^{-12} cm^3s^{-1}, respectively. This implies that the difference in fill factor observed in SM1 and SM2 optimized blends (49 and 67%, respectively) is not a consequence of different non-geminate recombination rates, but rather the rate of charge extraction, as discussed in the following section.

2.2.4 Charge Extraction

Although the non-geminate recombination rates are found to be similar in SM1 and SM2 based films, their impact on device performance, more specifically on J_{SC} and FF, can be quite different depending on the dwell time of charges in the active layer prior to charge extraction at the electrodes. To investigate this effect, we first measured J_{SC} as a function of incident light intensity (details in the SI). Prior reports have established that the extent of non-geminate recombination losses in devices can be estimated from the light intensity (I) dependence of the photocurrent described by J_{SC} \propto I^α. [47] Here, an α = 1 indicates negligible non-geminate recombination losses (i.e., most carriers are extracted prior to recombining),[48] whereas α < 1 indicates a competition between non-geminate recombination and carrier extraction at J_{SC} conditions. Figure 5a and b depicts the dependence of J_{SC} on light intensity for the SM1 and SM2-based devices, respectively, cast without and with optimized DIO concentrations. For non-DIO SM1-based active layers, a fit yields α=0.78, indicative of substantial non-geminate recombination losses. In contrast, α = 0.94 in optimized SM1 devices, implying significantly reduced recombination losses. Non-geminate recombination can be nearly suppressed upon optimization of the active layer morphology in SM2-based devices where α increases from 0.88 (no DIO) to 0.99 (optimized conditions). Overall, these results are consistent with the figures of merit displayed in Table 1. 

Transient photocurrent (TPC) measurements provide information on carrier transport and, in particular, on whether carrier traps affect the transport in BHJ active layers.[49,50] TPC experiments have previously been used to investigate the trapping and detrapping rates in a wide range of BHJ devices, including polymer-fullerene[51-53] “all-polymer”,[54,55] and hybrid BHJ solar cells.[50] Figure 5c-f depicts the normalized photocurrent transients of cells using long light pulse excitations (200 µs; cf. details in the SI), allowing the current density to reach steady-state conditions. SM1-based active layers show a pronounced dependence on light intensity, with a fast initial rise/fall component followed by a second, slower component (Figure 5c and 5e). In the non-optimized SM1 device (no DIO), the fast rise of the current evolves into a transient peak with a slow decay at higher light intensities. A fast/slow decay (1 µs, then 200 µs) is mirrored in the turn-off dynamics. In general, the slower dynamic component becomes less prominent as light intensity increases, suggesting that the traps are filled at higher light intensities and in turn their impact on charge transport becomes less pronounced. In optimized SM1-based active layers, the current does not show any transient peak at high light intensities, and the rise/fall times are up to 10x faster. However, the dual component fast/slow decay dynamics remain. In earlier studies,[54,55] these dynamics have been convincingly described by time-dependent drift-diffusion models, in which the inclusion of trap states reproduced the sequential two-component photocurrent dynamics. Based on those prior reports, we assign the fast component to rapid and efficient transport of free charges, and the slower component to trapping, where trap-mediated space-charge effects are at the origin of the transient photocurrent peak observed at the higher light intensity regime. [9] In optimized SM1-based devices, two factors could account for the disappearance of these transient peaks: a reduction in the depth and density of trap states and/or slower trapping and faster detrapping rates.

Fast, single component dynamics for the SM2-based active layers contrast with those of SM1-based devices and are shown in Figure 5d and 5f. The TPC curves of SM2 non-optimized active layers (Figure 5d) show only a weak light intensity dependence, with (10%-90%) rise/fall times dropping from 9.5 µs to 4 µs as light intensity increases from 0.11 to 1.43 sun equivalent. Upon device optimization with DIO, the SM2-based device dynamics are virtually independent of light intensity with rise/fall times on the order of 1.8 µs (Figure 5f). As DIO concentration is increased beyond optimum to 0.5 v.%, some light-intensity dependence and a weak transient peak are apparent, but it is not as prominent as in the SM1 blend (see Figure S6). Single component fast dynamics in the SM2 blend indicates trap-free extraction, and the independence with light intensity in optimized devices, indicates faster transport-limiting recombination. These results are consistent with the power-law (α) analysis of J_{SC} as well as the transient spectroscopy analysis above.

Overall we consistently see the presence of traps in the SM1:PC_{71}BM blend devices slowing extraction and explaining the higher impact of non-geminate recombination losses. However, optimization with DIO enables extraction to compete more favourably with
recombination. In contrast, the nearly trap-free carrier transport regime observed in SM2-based BHJ devices is in line with SM2-based photoactive layers outperforming SM1-based devices.
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**Figure 5.** Steady state and transient dependence of J_{SC} on light intensity. (a) Steady state dependence for SM1-based devices without DIO and optimized devices, and (b) the same for SM2-based devices. The solid lines correspond to fits to the data according to \( J_{SC} \propto I^{a} \). Intensities are corrected for AM1.5G spectral mismatch. Transient (normalized) response to a 200 \( \mu s \) white light (LED) pulse for (c) non-optimized (no DIO) and (e) optimized (0.5 v.% DIO) SM1-based BHJ devices, and (d) non-optimized (no DIO) and (f) optimized (0.2 v.% DIO) SM2-based BHJ devices. The black arrows emphasize the dependence of the device short-circuit current characteristics as a function of time (after pulse excitation) and light intensities (provided in terms of equivalent sun; cf. details in the SI).

To confirm this interpretation, the \( J-V \) characteristics of the optimized devices were fitted by an analytical equation for transport limited photocurrents:

\[
J(V) = J_{0}(V) \left\{ \exp \left( \frac{eV - eV_{OC}}{(1 + a)k_{B}T} \right) - 1 \right\} + \frac{V}{R_{Sh}}
\]

Where \( a \) is a figure of merit describing the competition between charge generation and extraction according to

\[
a^{2} = \frac{e^{2}d^{2}I_{0}}{4\mu_{eff}^{2}k_{B}T^{2}}
\]

Here, \( J_{0}(V) \) is the (possibly bias dependent) generation current, \( R_{Sh} \) a shunt resistance, \( k_{B} \) the non-geminate recombination coefficient, \( d \) the active layer thickness, \( k_{B}T \) the thermal energy, and \( \mu_{eff} \) the effective mobility for charge extraction, which is dominated by the slower carrier. Details of the fits are described in the SI.

Values for \( k_{2} \) were taken from the TAS data described above, therefore, the only remaining fit parameter is the effective mobility. The analysis yielded values for \( \mu_{eff} \) of 1.9×10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{2}/\text{Vs} and 4.5×10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{2}/\text{Vs} for the optimized SM1 and SM2, devices, respectively. These values are somewhat higher than our previous space-charge limited current mobility measurements, but are still rather low compared to typical polymer:fullerene blends. They highlight that charge extraction is indeed an issue in these SM:fullerene blends for at least one type of carrier, and that it occurs at a slower rate in the SM1-based blend.

### 2.3. Structure of the Active Layer

From our spectroscopic measurements thus far, we have found that SM1-based active layers suffer from substantial exciton harvesting limitations (worsened by DIO), whereas exciton harvesting can be considered efficient in SM2-based active layers. We have also shown that SM1-based devices endure slower charge generation, more carrier trapping, and poorer extraction compared to SM2-based BHJ solar cells. Lastly, we have found that the presence of carrier traps increases recombination losses in SM1-based devices. To investigate the structural origins of those distinct patterns of exciton and carrier dynamics, we now turn to a combination of X-ray and Neutron scattering and microscopy techniques well suited to the study of these materials. In particular, in the following sections, we characterize both the lateral and vertical domain morphologies, as well as the molecular packing and crystallinity across the active layers.

#### 2.3.1 Lateral Morphology

In Figure 6, we provide lateral composition maps from scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) experiments. Details of this analysis are presented in the SI, which involved previously reported procedures. Similar to our previous bright-field TEM experiments, we find that SM1 blends have large (~100 nm) phase-separated domains, while domains are not discernable in either SM2 blend. Our STXM analysis additionally indicates a web-like domain structure rich in SM1 when cast from neat CB transforming to a more disconnected structure of SM1-rich islands when DIO is added to the solution. Here, the SM1-rich islands that form are more obvious than in our previously reported TEM analyses. In addition to this general domain structure, quantitative analysis reveals that the SM1-rich islands are pure (possibly with a thin fullerene shell caused by surface energy differences). The composition of the islands integrated through the film thickness is 98±4% SM1 while the fullerene-rich surrounding matrix is 15±5% SM1 (see Figure 6b and Section S8 in the SI). The compositions of domains cast from neat CB were too small to quantify with STXM, but the scattering measurements below indicate that the domains are at least as pure – possibly more so.
We also performed polarized STXM experiments to track the liquid-crystalline ordering of the films as revealed in our previous work.[18] Figure S12 demonstrates liquid crystalline alignment in neat films of both SM1 and SM2 over length-scales of 500 nm to a few microns. Furthermore, this alignment is preserved in each of the SM1 blends on length-scales similar to pure films, encompassing several 100 nm domains. Such ordering would likely aid charge transport between domains if there was a significant concentration of the molecules in both phases.

**Figure 6.** Investigation of the lateral morphology. STXM composition maps of SM1:PC71BM OPV active layers cast a) without and b) with the DIO solvent additive (optimized conditions). Colors have been scaled based on quantitative composition analysis detailed in the SI. c) Lorentz corrected RSoXS scattering profiles at 283.5eV. “CB” indicates devices cast from CB-only, while “DIO” indicates devices cast from optimized DIO concentrations. d) Composition difference $\Delta x_{1,2}$ (of the SM) between domains 1 and 2 in a two-domain model based on combined analysis of STXM and total scattering intensity from RSoXS. (See SI for details of the analysis.)

Since devices cast on MoOx surfaces performed better than those cast on PEDOT:PSS for the anode, we compared STXM images of the lateral morphology of the SM1 active layers on each surface (Figure S10). The results show no significant difference. Thus the lower performance on PEDOT:PSS could be from the acidic protonation of the pyridyl nitrogen of the PP motif similar to what was found for the p-DTS(PTTh$_2$)$_2$ molecule.[20]

STXM experiments were complemented by resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) on separate pieces of the same films as exhibited in **Figure 6c** (see Experimental Section for sample preparation details). For the SM1 blends, scattering peaks were observed at $Q = 0.0977 \text{ nm}^{-1}$, when cast from neat CB, and $Q = 0.0440 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ with optimized DIO, corresponding to characteristic domain-domain spacing ($l = 2\pi/Q$) of $l_{CB1} = 64 \text{ nm}$ and $l_{DIO1} = 143 \text{ nm}$, respectively, where subscripts label solvent (CB or DIO) and the SM (1 or 2). This is in good agreement with the domain spacing seen in the STXM images, with the domain sizes themselves being somewhat smaller than the spacing but both significantly larger than estimates of the exciton diffusion length (~10nm). RSoXS profiles of SM2 blends reveal domains as well, despite the lack of evidence from either STXM or TEM imaging. The characteristic lengths (domain spacing) are $l_{CB2} = 12 \text{ nm}$ and $l_{DIO2} = 16 \text{ nm}$ – within range of exciton diffusion lengths. We note that the RSoXS profiles have not been fit to formal models and, therefore, the characteristic lengths quoted are provided as estimates. Domain sizes on the order of these lengths are below the resolution of STXM. Additionally, these length scales are well below that of the film thickness, suggesting that there likely exists 3D structures that would obfuscate results of transmission microscopies, which is not an issue for scattering. Thus domains appear to be present in all samples despite our inability to discern them via electron or X-ray microscopies. In a similar analysis to our previous work,[61] Figure S15 shows RSoXS evidence of SM1 orientational domains in blends consistent with polarized STXM. Remarkably, while there is little sign of alignment in SM2 blends cast without DIO, scattering signals of molecular alignment do emerge in optimized SM2 blends, correlating with increased aggregation measured in absorbance spectroscopy and suggesting a similar inter-domain molecular alignment seen for SM1 blends.

Compositional domain interfaces can also be probed by the power-law dependence of scattering intensity at high-$Q$. Interestingly, the $I(Q)$ plots reveal that the SM1 samples follow a $q^{-p}$ intensity fall-off with $p \approx 4$, indicating sharp and smooth interfaces. Diffuse interfaces cause faster fall off (e.g., $p \approx 5$), while rough/fractal interfaces cause slower fall-off (e.g., $p \approx 3$).[61] Specifically, fits result in $p_{CB1} = 4.2 \pm 0.1$ and $p_{DIO1} = 3.8 \pm 0.1$ while the data does not extend far enough for the SM2 blends to be analyzed quantitatively (see Figure S16). Sharp and smooth interfaces is different from fractal interfaces exhibited in P3HT:PCBM systems.[62] However, the lack of polydisperse polymer chains in SM-fullerene BHJs may result in sharper crystal boundaries.

The STXM measurement of absolute domain purity on the SM1 (0.5 v.% DIO) blend film scales the RSoXS total scattering intensity (TSI), enabling us to calculate composition fluctuations in each film based on a two-phase model. The results are shown in **Figure 6d** (see Section S12 in the SI for details of the analysis). As discussed above, the domains are very pure in both SM1-blend films with the impure domain containing only 10-15 wt.% of the minor component (predominately SM1 within fullerene-rich domains). While this may not be detrimental in polymer-fullerene systems where polymer tie-chains...
between crystallites enable percolation of charges even down to < 5 wt. % concentrations, such compositions are at or below the percolation threshold for particles in three dimensions (between 12-18 v. %). In contrast to what is found in the SM1-blends, the calculated domain composition variation for the SM2-blends is considerably lower at $\Delta x_{CB2} = 46 \pm 5\%$ and $\Delta x_{DIO2} = 51 \pm 4\%$. In this model, if one phase is pure, then $\Delta x$ is the composition of the other phase. However, on the sole basis of this level of analysis, another assumption could be that neither phase is pure. Either way, domains are such that their composition sets them above the percolation threshold for charges in the minor component, explaining the reduced carrier trapping processes observed earlier by TA and TPC in SM2 blends compared to SM1.

### 2.3.2 Vertical composition profiles

Neutron reflectometry (NR) was performed on the neat and the optimized 1:1 (w/w) blend films for both SM1 and SM2 to assess the vertical phase composition profiles that might affect device performance. First, the scattering length densities (SLDs) of the neat SM films spin-coated onto silicon wafers from chlorobenzene were determined (Figure S17a and b). The SMs were found to have the same mass density of 1.19 g cm$^{-3}$ in the thin films, resulting in SLDs significantly lower than that of PC$_{71}$BM and, therefore, selective deuteration was not required in the blend films (see Table S3 for all modelled SLD values). Inclusion of DIO in the spin-coating solution resulted in a similar bulk SLD in both neat SM1 and SM2 films. However, significant roughening of the SM1 film at the air interface became apparent – consistent with the observed crystallization. In the case of the neat SM2 film, only minor roughening occurred when DIO was added. We next measured the blend films deposited onto MoO$_x$ coated silicon wafers to reproduce the device architecture with results in Figures S17c and S17d. The SM2:PC$_{71}$BM film reflectivity profile could be modeled with two layers with the bulk layer corresponding to an SM2:fullerene weight ratio of 1:(0.93 ± 0.15). At the air interface, there was a PC$_{71}$BM-rich layer, (Figure S17d) corresponding to 1:(1.66 ± 0.30). The increase in PC$_{71}$BM concentration at the top surface should enhance electron extraction at the cathode. The largely uniform vertical profile in the bulk of the SM2 blend film is consistent with the mixed domains that are present in the STXM and TEM data.

In contrast, the SM1 blend system revealed a highly non-uniform depth profile, which could only be successfully modelled using discrete density profiling (DDP, see details in the SI). Here the higher SLD fullerene accumulated in the middle of the active layer. Importantly, the average SLD across the layer corresponds to an SM1:fullerene weight ratio of 1:(0.96 ± 0.16) – in agreement with that of the processing solution. Lower SLD values were observed at the air and substrate interfaces compared to the middle of the film. At the air interface the SLD value (below that of SM1) indicates a rough surface – likely a consequence of the large crystalline domains in the film. The dip in SLD at the blend/MoO$_x$ interface suggests a nonuniform and/or SM1-rich interface. Furthermore, the SLD of the MoO$_x$ film was lower than that in the SM2 blend sample, consistent with the absorption of atmospheric moisture. The presence of voids at a nonuniform film/MoO$_x$ interface would allow ingress of such moisture. Overall, the heterogeneous profile in the SM1 blend film is in agreement with the large size and relatively pure domains revealed in the analysis of the lateral morphology and could result in regions of charge trapping, poorer charge extraction, and other losses discussed earlier.

### 2.3.3 Crystallinity

Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) experiments were performed to characterize the crystallinity of SM1 and SM2. Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 7, and additional results and discussion are provided in the SI. Neat films without DIO (Figure 7a and 7b) of both SMs were aggregated but weakly (long range) ordered. The peaks at $Q \sim 4$ nm$^{-1}$ and 17 nm$^{-1}$ can be attributed to intermolecular distances along the alkyl sidechain direction and the $\pi-\pi$ stacking direction respectively. In neat SM1, the $\pi-\pi$ stacking peak is preferentially oriented in the in-plane direction, indicating an edge-on orientation. In contrast, the out-of-plane $\pi-\pi$ stacking peak in neat SM2 indicates a preferred face-on orientation. In addition, there is an isotropic component to the scattering peaks in films of both neat SMs.
aggregate is measured between 0.2 and 0.5 v.% DIO. The increase in aggregation from 0 to 0.2 v.% DIO in the SM2 blend is similarly reflected in the diffraction data and is likely an important aspect of the increased device performance.

3. Discussion

3.1. Nanoscale morphology and its origin

When combining the structural measurements, a clear picture emerges in terms of domain size, ordering and composition across the active layer. First, the SM1 blends are composed of pure phases of SM1 aggregates as demonstrated by the STXM analysis. These domains grow from ~50 nm in lateral diameter to over 100 nm when DIO is added to the processing solvent (as seen in STXM and RSoXS) and SM1 crystallizes (as shown by GIWAXS). In both cases, these aggregates are surrounded by a nearly pure (85-90 wt.%) matrix phase of fullerene as indicated by the TSI analysis. In contrast, the SM2 blends are composed of much smaller (~10 nm) domains – again coarsening with DIO as revealed by the RSoXS profiles. At least one of the domains is more mixed (from the quantitative TSI analysis, Figure 6d), with the RMS composition fluctuation only \( \Delta x = 46 - 51 \) wt.%. The quantitative similarity of the characteristic lengths measured in RSoXS to the coherence length calculated from Scherrer analysis of the GIWAXS data reveals, however, that the SM2-rich phase is actually composed of some pure SM2 aggregates, and thus the “fullerene-rich” phase can hardly be considered ‘rich’ as it is about 46 - 51 wt.% fullerene. This is under the assumption of a two-phase model; although, here we note that there are pure fullerene regions present in the active layer in light of the fullerene scattering halo seen in GIWAXS.[17,69]

With compositions of the phases approximately known, we also know the domain volume fractions from the TSI analysis. From this analysis, Figure S14b (leftmost points on red traces) indicates that the pure SM2 aggregates are the minority phase by volume - only 15-20 v.%, making it likely that this phase is in fact relatively discontinuous, i.e., the domains are not strongly interconnected. Thus a majority of the SM is actually in the mixed phase. By contrast, the phase volume fractions recently estimated in another SM system are more balanced at 50-50 v.% making domain continuity more likely.[17] In that study, fairly pure phases likely benefitted from increased connectivity. The phases in the SM1 blends also have a more balanced (equal) volume ratio, in agreement with STXM, although with DIO additive in the processing solvent, the pure SM1 phase is nodular and disconnected, demonstrating that balanced volume fractions can still result in discontinuous phases. Possibly of critical importance is that the remaining SMs (1 or 2) in the mixed (fullerene-rich) phase appear to align with each other as is demonstrated by both the polarized STXM
(Figure S12) and RSoXS (Figure S15) analyses. Such ordering can only result from intermolecular interactions between the minority SMs within the fullerene-rich matrix, and could lead to electronic interaction, connecting SM aggregate domains. Putting all of these results together, we schematically picture the nanoscale morphology of the two blends in Figure 8 with the main difference being the composition of the SM in the matrix phase.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the SM1 and SM2 blend morphologies with the SM donors (blue), fullerene acceptor (red), and charges forming in those blends (yellow). a) Isolated pure domains limit interfacial area and trap charges (SM1 blends with domains depicted smaller than to scale to highlight molecular isolation), whereas b) mixed domains (SM2 blends) maximize charge generation and enable percolating pathways for charge transport.

From this analysis, we further conclude that the DIO solvent additive primarily acts as a plasticizer to enable ripening of the domains, aggregation of the molecules, and eventually ordering of large crystals. Domain evolution and crystallization have been reported for the small molecule system $p$-DTS(FBTTh$_2$)$_2$:PC$_7$BM [30,38] but one important difference with the reported and current work is that for the $p$-DTS(FBTTh$_2$)$_2$ the domains became purer with added DIO, whereas in our systems the domain composition was fairly invariant with the DIO concentrations that were investigated as indicated by the TSI measurement. This composition invariance is similar to the behaviour we reported for the polymer-fullerene PTB7:PC$_7$BM system [32] (same BDT moiety as the SMs studied here) where the domain compositions were measured to be the same as thermodynamic equilibrium compositions regardless of the DIO content. Thus the systems studied here appear to also be at compositional equilibrium. Due to the different levels of mixing we have measured, it is apparent that the SM-fullerene miscibility is higher for SM2 blends than for SM1 blends.

3.2. Structure governing device dynamics

Our DIO concentration-dependence study reveals a threshold for “high crystallinity” which significantly affects all stages of charge generation – but particularly exciton dissociation. For both systems, the SM donor crystallizes after 0.5 v. % DIO after exhibiting only local aggregate packing. For the SM1 system, what starts out as detrimentally large domains with respect to the exciton diffusion length is exacerbated by domain ripening caused by the presence of DIO (known to stay in the film for hours). This leads to poor exciton harvesting efficiency (<50%) with DIO as evidenced by the increasing exciton PL signal, long exciton lifetimes in the PL transients, and delayed charge generation evidenced by the TA measurements. The small, mixed domains in the SM2 system, by contrast, expand only slightly with addition of 0.2 v. % DIO (optimal conditions), preserving the interfacial exciton harvesting and ultrafast charge generation. Large-scale SM2 crystallization induced by increasing the DIO concentration to 0.5 v. %, suppresses exciton harvesting (PLQ ~88%, Table 1) likely due to the larger pure crystallite/domain size (>40 nm).

The large and pure domains of SM1 further limit connectivity for charge transport. Indeed space-charge build-up measured via TPC for the SM1 devices goes hand-in-hand with the pure disconnected SM1 domains resulting in large populations of bound geminate pairs and charges trapped in domain islands. Charge recombination is particularly high in SM1 devices without DIO due to the low ordering. With the onset of crystallinity from DIO, improved charge generation and extraction prevails over the extra excitonic losses in devices, explaining the concurrent rises in $J_{SC}$ and $V_{OC}$. In fact, at short-circuit, current densities are well accounted for simply by considering the donor band gap, PLQ, and geminate recombination measured in TA spectroscopy. However, even when optimized, non-geminate losses from trapping continue to play a significant role in the SM1 system as evidenced by sub-linear $J_{SC}$ ($\alpha < 1$), two-component TPC dynamics, and electroabsorption features in TA spectroscopy (perhaps from the sharp interfaces measured with RSoXS where local fields from neighbouring geminate charges are aligned). Consequently, charge extraction is slowed, increasing recombination likely at domain boundaries or isolated SM molecules within fullerene-rich domains. This reduces device fill factors compared with the SM2 system, in spite of SM2 having lower crystallinity and higher mixing propensity. TDCF charge extraction remains low in the optimized SM1 device, consistent with charges being spatially trapped in domain islands (Figure 8 top), and is likely a main cause for the difference in performance between the material systems.

The contrasting morphologies of the SM1 and SM2 blends correlate with equally contrasting device dynamics and performance. Mixing within domains, although beneficial for exciton harvesting, has been linked to increased charge recombination (geminate or non-geminate), [32] with several polymer-fullerene BHJ solar cell studies identifying high domain purity as important to
maintain low recombination rates by separating charges into spatially-segregated domains.\[14,15\] Thus, our analysis of the SM2:PC71BM devices (with the mixed domains) indicates that ca. 13% geminate recombination occur in optimized devices—a recombination channel expected to limit internal quantum efficiency to some extent. Meanwhile, non-geminate losses in SM2 blends are quite low—an interesting observation considering that the measured bimolecular recombination rates are similar in SM1 and SM2 blends (while the carrier mobilities in optimized SM2 blends remain fairly modest). Total non-geminate losses in BHJ solar cells are, however, determined by a competition between recombination and extraction. Direct, trap-free charge percolation routes through mixed phases is the likely reason for the low non-geminate losses observed in the SM2 blends. Here, we note that 50% mixing in domains is well above the 3D charge percolation threshold,\[64\] and the molecular alignment in the matrix phase, furthermore, may be promoting pathways of aggregates and, in turn, efficient charge transport to the electrodes (Figure 8 bottom).\[69,70\] This would explain the absence of charge trapping and linear relationship for the \(J_{SC}\) (\(\alpha \approx 1\)) with light intensity.

It should also be noted that, from our analyses, sufficient charge generation and transport occurs in the SM2 blends when crystallinity remains relatively low. This is all the more interesting, since device performance improves significantly with SM1 blends when SM1 crystallizes. Increased molecular ordering aids in charge transport in both systems, but the ordering measured in optimized SM2 is local molecular alignment (aggregation) rather than the long range ordering (crystallinity) measured in the optimized SM1 blend. While inducing crystallinity in SM2 blends could in principle enhance performance further by lowering non-radiative energy losses across the active layers,\[71\] the lack of control over crystal size at the time of solution processing remains a key limitation.

Overall, the BHJ device efficiencies of 6.5% obtained with SM2 are convincingly high given that (i) SM2 is a wide optical-gap material (1.87 eV) and (ii) active layers cast with SM2 must remain relatively thin (90 nm; thus not fully absorbing above-gap photons). In comparison, P3HT:PC61BM devices can be made optically thick with the same optical gap, but perform more modestly, mainly because of the lower \(V_{OC}\) losses. We also note that the efficiencies of 6.5\% are in line with those reported earlier in DTS(BTTTh)\(_2\)-based BHJ solar cells, while DTS(BTTTh)\(_2\) is a narrower-optical gap material for which a higher \(J_{SC}\) can be obtained, albeit with a lower \(V_{OC}\).\[20\]

As stated earlier, optimized devices made with SM2 benefit from suppressed exciton recombination and exhibit only little non-geminate recombination. However, if geminate recombination (13\%) could be eliminated in SM2 blends, device efficiencies would increase to ca. 7.5\%. Engineering the local molecular orientation and crystallinity at interfaces are likely pathways to such an improvement—a possibility given the low-ordered state of the donor material in the corresponding ‘optimized’ BHJ solar cells. Such increased ordering would likely translate into an increase in charge mobility across the active layer (currently approx. one order of magnitude below record setting devices),\[8\] leading to higher fill factors in optically thick films. Thicker films would further increase photocurrents to line up with record-setting SM devices at 10\% efficiency.\[8\] Substituting SM2 with fluorine substituents could further deepen its HOMO, while inducing a better band alignment with PC71BM, and increasing the \(V_{OC}\) of the BHJ solar cells to a significant extent. Those propositions are consistent with predictions that even wide-bandgap devices could achieve >13\% efficiencies and \(V_{OC} > 1 V\) (SM2-based devices already achieve 0.95V).\[2\] With such improvements, these cells would be ideal high-bandgap subcell materials in a tandem device or used in semitransparent applications such as window laminates.\[23\]

3.3. Guidelines for SM-OPV nanostructure

Turning to the design and examination of small-molecule systems with gradually improving efficiencies, several trends are emerging. In general, the low amounts of plasticizing DIO (<1 v.\%) additive required for the optimization of the best devices points to the fact that such molecules are in general easier to crystallize than polymers, but lack the self-limiting crystal size inherent to polymers, which arises from chain folding.\[72–74\] Thus, large (>10nm) crystal sizes are a more common morphological limitation that impacts charge generation. To achieve small, highly crystalline domains, processing methods to kinetically trap small, highly ordered crystallites need to be identified.

Equally important is our clear finding that charge trapping occurs within high-purity, disconnected domains while the mixed-phase system performs well, with limited carrier recombination. This observation implies that, in SM donor-fullerene systems, high-domain purity is not a requirement for device efficiency, in contrast to the arguments made from the examination of polymer-fullerene BHJ solar cells in earlier work.\[13–15\] In polymer-fullerene BHJ devices, charge trapping in pure polymer domains is not an issue, because polymer entanglements (e.g. tie-chains between crystallites) enable connectivity for charges throughout the active layer even down to polymer compositions of a few volume percent.\[63\] Rather, pure polymer domains are necessary to induce adequate aggregate packing. In contrast, our results show that SM systems can pack even within small or mixed domains. We thus propose that in some SM systems, a possible target goal would be high miscibility to ensure mixed phases that promote charge percolation through the minority component, but maintain the ability of the majority component to aggregate. Figure 8 illustrates this concept of charge percolation through a mixed, yet ordered, matrix.
One apparent route to achieve such morphologies is to include ring-substituents in SM side chains (as in SM2), which seemingly results in an increase in SM miscibility with PC$_{71}$BM (as seen in the present study). Our result provides impetus for further measurements on other SM donor fullerene blends to probe the generality of these morphology guidelines to maximize performance.

4. Conclusions:

In summary, we have investigated the steps in the photocurrent generation and extraction processes of a high-performing, wide optical-gap SM donor-fullerene BHJ solar cell and correlated these results to an in-depth study of the morphology of the active layers used in devices. We found that the processing additive DIO primarily acts as a plasticiser that increases the size of phase-separated domains, as well as the alignment and aggregation of the SM donors and fullerene acceptor across the active layers. As DIO concentrations are increased over a threshold between 0.2 and 0.5 v.%, local ordering gives way to large scale crystallization, which – while aiding charge transport – also severely reduces exciton harvesting, ultrafast charge generation, and connectivity for charge extraction. Prior to crystallization, the morphology appears to arrive at a compositional equilibrium where in one system (SM1) a low miscibility results in large pure phases, while the higher miscibility of the other (SM2) yields smaller mixed-phase domains. While pure phases are found to hinder charge generation and increase charge trapping, the mixed-phase system exhibits excellent charge generation and transport, likely due to greater interfacial area and more favourable pathways for charge migration through the mixed domains.

Our findings point to the idea that mixed phase SM systems (i.e., systems with high miscibility) could be a target for high efficiency in contrast with polymer-fullerene BHJ solar cells, where the presence of pure domains is important. This goal can be realized through a mitigation of the packing propensity of the SM systems via – for example here – the incorporation of (non-)coplanar ring-substituents in places along the SM backbone, which facilitates the miscibility with fullerenes (at the expense of SM crystallization). If confirmed, this design principle could be exploited in a more systematic manner in the design of high-efficiency SM OPVs.

5. Experimental Section

The materials synthesis was reported in our previous publication as was device fabrication methods and testing. Further details specific to this work are described in the SI.

For time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) measurements, thin films were spin-coated on quartz substrates using the same protocol as used for the active layer of optimized solar cells. For the TRPL in solution we used a concentration of 10$^4$ mol/L in chlorobenzene. TRPL spectra were recorded using a Hamamatsu streak camera C4742 system equipped with a synchroscan unit. Samples were excited with 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate provided by a titanium: sapphire laser (Coherent Vitesse), frequency doubled with a β-Barium Borate crystal, resulting in an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. TAS measurements were performed with a home-built pump-probe setup. Two different configurations of the setup were used for either short delay, namely 100 fs to 8 ns experiments, or long delay, namely 1 ns to 100 μs delays. Further details of this experiment can be found in the Supporting Information.

For time-delayed measurement (TDMA) of the instrument, acquisition protocols, and processing methods were identical to those reported elsewhere. Samples were prepared by the KAUST researcher who processed the devices to assure the same morphology. The devices were otherwise kept in the dark between pulses in order to avoid any influence of pulse frequency on the current responses.

STXM and NEXAFS measurements were performed at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) bending magnet beamline 5.3.2.2. The setup of the instrument, acquisition protocols, and processing methods were identical to those reported elsewhere. Samples were prepared by the KAUST researcher who processed the devices to assure the same morphology. The films cast on both PEDOT:PSS and MoOx were freed from their substrate by floating on water. Freed films were picked up by Cu TEM grids (no support, Gilder). RSoXS was conducted at the ALS beamline 11.0.1.2 which uses an elliptically polarized undulator source. Instrument setup, acquisition protocols, and processing methods were identical to those reported elsewhere. Separate fragments of the same films used in STXM measurements, once freed from their substrates, were picked up by 100 nm thick SiN membranes (2x2mm lateral size, Norcada).

GIWAXS was acquired at beamline 11-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource at SLAC with an incident angle of 0.2°, and energy of 12.7 keV, a sample-detector distance of 250 mm, and 3x60-second exposures which were
averaged. Further details of the sample preparation and data analysis can be found in the Supporting Information.

NR measurements were performed using the Platypus time-of-flight neutron reflectometer and a cold neutron spectrum (0.28 nm < λ < 1.80 nm) at the OPAL 20 MW research reactor [Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Sydney, Australia] [60] 24 Hz neutron pulses were generated using a disc chopper system (EADS Astrium GmbH) in the medium resolution mode (ΔQ/Q = 4.5%) and recorded on a two-dimensional helium-3 neutron detector (Denes GmbH). Reflected beam spectra were collected at incidence angles (θ) of 0.65º for 1800 s and 2.50º for 7200 s to give a range of momentum transfer Q of 0.08-1.96 nm⁻¹ ([Q = (4π/λ)sinθ]). Direct beam measurements were collected under the same collimation conditions for both reflection angles for normalisation. Experiments were conducted in a custom-built sample chamber under a coarse vacuum. NR analysis procedures can be found in the supporting information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Mixed domains are found to have a determining role in BHJ solar cells with small-molecule (SM) donors and fullerene acceptors because of their effect on charge generation and percolation. Pure phases, critically important for polymer-fullerene BHJ solar cells, are not required for the local aggregation of SM donors and these can even hinder charge transport between domains. Ring-substituents in SM donors are found to mitigate overall miscibility between donor and acceptor, effectively promoting SM and BHJ solar cell performance via efficient morphologies.
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**S1. Device Preparation**

The solar cells were prepared on glass substrates with tin-doped indium oxide (ITO, 15 Ω sq−1) patterned on the surface (device area: 0.1 cm²). Substrates were first scrubbed with dilute Extran 300 detergent solution before immersing in an ultrasonic bath of dilute Extran 300 for 30 min. Samples were rinsed in flowing deionized water for 5 min before being sonicated (Branson 5510) for 20 min each in successive baths of acetone and isopropanol. Next, the samples were dried with pressurized nitrogen before being exposed to a UV–ozone plasma for 20 min. The samples were then transferred into a dry nitrogen glovebox (< 3 ppm O₂) and were placed in a thermal evaporator for an evaporation of a 10 nm thick molybdenum oxide layer evaporated at 0.3 Å s⁻¹; pressure of less than 2x10⁻⁶ Torr. All solutions were prepared in the glovebox using the small molecules synthesized (SM1 & 2) previously and PC₇₁ BM purchased from SOLENNE. Optimized devices were obtained by dissolving the small molecules and PC₇₁ BM in chlorobenzene, with varying volume concentrations of DIO (0%, 0.2%, 0.5%). Solutions were prepared using a SMx:PC₇₁BM ratio of 1:1 (by weight), with a blend concentration of 30 mg mL⁻¹ and were stirred 4 hours at 50 °C before being cast.

The active layers were spin-cast from the solutions at 50 °C at an optimized speed of 800 rpm for 45 s, using a programmable spin coater from Specialty Coating Systems (Model G3P-8), resulting in films of 75 to 85 nm in thickness. The samples were then dried at room temperature for 1 hour. Next, the samples were placed in a thermal evaporator for evaporation of 4 nm thickness calcium layer evaporated at 0.4 Å s⁻¹ and 100 nm aluminium electrode evaporated at 5 Å s⁻¹; the pressure in the evaporator was less than 2x10⁻⁶ Torr.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SM</th>
<th>LUMO [eV]</th>
<th>HOMO [eV]</th>
<th>DIO [v.%]</th>
<th>Jsc [mA/cm²]</th>
<th>Voc [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>Avg. PCE [%]</th>
<th>Max. PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>36 ± 4</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>42 ± 4</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.01</td>
<td>49 ± 2</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.02</td>
<td>36 ± 4</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.02</td>
<td>67 ± 2</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.01</td>
<td>62 ± 1</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1. Molecular energy level information (based on photoelectron spectroscopy in air and absorption onset) and PV performance of SM:PC₇₁BM with different amount of DIO, including deviation across 10 devices.

**S2. Absorption Spectroscopy on Devices**

![Absorption spectra of device active layers demonstrating the similar level of absorbance for all devices studied in this work.](image)

Figure S1: Absorption spectra of device active layers demonstrating the similar level of absorbance for all devices studied in this work.
S3. Transient Absorption Measurement Details

Transient absorption (TA) measurements were performed with a home-built pump-probe setup. Two different configurations of the setup were used for either short delay, namely 100 fs to 8 ns experiments, or long delay, namely 1 ns to 100 μs delays, as described below:

The output of a titanium:sapphire amplifier (Coherent LEGEND DUO, 4.5 mJ, 3 kHz, 100 fs) was split into three beams (2 mJ, 1 mJ, and 1.5 mJ). Two of them were used to separately pump two optical parametric amplifiers (Light Conversion TOPAS Prime), one generating tunable pump pulses, while the second one generating signal (1300 nm) and idler (2000 nm) only. A fraction of the signal of the second TOPAS was focused into a c-cut 3 mm thick sapphire window, thereby generating a white-light supercontinuum from 500 to 1300 nm. The first TOPAS was set to generate 532 nm pulses. While the probe pathway length to the sample was kept constant at approximately 5 meters between the output of the TOPAS and the sample, the pump pathway length was varied between 5.12 and 2.6 m with a broadband retroreflector mounted on a mechanical delay stage (Newport linear stage IMS600CCHA controlled by a Newport XPS motion controller), thereby generating delays between pump and probe from -400 ps to 8 ns.

For the 1 ns to 100 μs delay TA measurement, the same probe white-light supercontinuum as for the 100 fs to 8 ns delays was used, but the excitation light (pump pulse) was provided by an actively Q-switched Nd:YVO4 laser (INNOLAS picolo AOT) frequency-doubled to provide pulses at 532 nm, and triggered by an electronic delay generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535), itself triggered by the TTL sync from the Legend DUO, allowing control of the delay between pump and probe with a jitter of roughly 100 ps.

Pump and probe beams were focused on the sample, which was kept under a dynamic vacuum of <10^-5 mbar. The transmitted fraction of the white light was guided to a custom-made prism spectrograph (Entwicklungsbüro Stresing) where it was dispersed by a prism onto a 512 pixel NMOS linear image sensor (HAMAMATSU S8381-512). The probe pulse repetition rate was 3 kHz, while the excitation pulses were mechanically chopped to 1.5 kHz (100 fs to 8 ns delays) or directly generated at 1.5 kHz frequency (1 ns to 100 μs delays), while the detector array was read out at 3 kHz. Adjacent diode readings corresponding to the transmission of the sample after excitation and in the absence of an excitation pulse were used to calculate ΔT/T.

Measurements were averaged over several thousand shots to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio. The chirp induced by the transmissive optics was corrected with a home-built Matlab code by reevaluating for each wavelength the delay at which pump and probe are simultaneously arriving on the sample as the time of the signal amplitude. We confirmed the absence of degradation of the samples by repeating the first fluence measurement at the end of the series of fluence dependent measurements.
S4. Multivariate Curve Resolution of TAS Data:

As can be seen in Figure S2(c) and Figure S2(e), the whole spectrum in SM2:PC71BM exhibits the same dynamics across the 1 ns to 100 µs time range. The situation is different for SM1:PC71BM (see Figure S2(d) and Figure S2(f)): a quick decay component is present, and have an especially large contribution in the 1.15-1.3 eV region, which is the maximum of excitons absorption in pristine films (see Figure 3). A slow raising component is also present at the transition between the photobleach (PB) and the photoinduced absorption (PA), where electroabsorption (EA) could be expected. The spectral shape of that region, with the pair of peaks of opposite sign peaks at 2 eV and 2.1 eV also suggests the presence of a contribution from electroabsorption, and strongly contrasts with the smoother transition from PB to PA observed in SM2:PC71BM. Additionally, we know from measurement in pristine SM2 films (see Figure 3), that excitons possesses spectral feature on the whole studied range (PA from 0.9 to 1.5 eV, stimulated emission and PB from 1.5 to 2.3 eV). As a consequence, charges do not
have any specific absorption range, although they strongly dominate the absorption in the 1.3 – 1.5 eV range.

In order to disentangle these 3 components, we used the free MCR matlab toolbox developed by Tauler et al.\cite{79–82} The details of MCR analysis applied to TA can be found elsewhere.\cite{83} In order to obtain a unique solution, we used the following constraints: the exciton-induced absorption spectrum (extracted from TA of pristine SM1 films) was provided as an input for component 3 and the spectral contribution of component 2 was fixed to zero in the spectral regions distant from the ground state absorption, so that component 2 includes the electroabsorption feature. In order to increase the quantity of data available to the algorithm to extract the individual spectra and thereby to limit the uncertainty, we concatenated the individual data matrices of the 5 studied fluences into one augmented matrix. Finally, as the exciton contribution is expected to be non-negligible only on a very limited temporal region, we separated the data matrix in two submatrices: one for delays between 0 and 10 ns (hereafter named: intermediate delay), for which we considered 3 components, and one for the delays between 3 ns and 100 μs (hereafter named: long delay) for which we considered only 2 components. Furthermore, the 3 ns – 10 ns range was used to check the consistency of the dynamics extracted from the 2 fits.

The spectra of the 3 “intermediate delay” and the 2 “long delay” components as well as the associated kinetics are shown in Figure S3. As can be seen in Figure S3(b) component 3 (whose spectrum was constrained to the exciton-induced absorption spectrum taken from TA experiments on a pristine SM1 film) exhibits typical exciton dynamics often seen in blends. The kinetics of component 1 from “intermediate delay” and “long delay” are virtually the same (see Figure S3(c)). This is the component contributing most to the spectra, and its spectral shape is quite similar to the one and only component observed in SM2:PC_71BM optimized blends. Hence, we attribute this component to charges. The charge carrier dynamics used for studying the recombination are obtained by taking the dynamics extracted from the “intermediate delay” MCR for the time range between 0 and 3 ns, the “long delay” MCR for the time range between 10 ns and 125 μs, and the average of those two dynamics for the time range between 3 and 10 ns.
Figure S3: MCR results: (a) spectra of the individual components given as constraints (component 3 in “intermediate delay: ID” MCR and component 2 from 1 to 1.5 eV in both MCR) or extracted by the algorithm. (b) Dynamics of the 3 components for the 5 fluences in “intermediate delay”, each fluence has 33 different delays from zero to 10 ns, distributed on a logarithmic scale. (c) Comparison of the dynamics extracted for component 1 and 2 for the “intermediate delay” and the “long delay” time ranges for the 5 fluences; each fluence has in total 166 different delay from zero to 125 μs, distributed on a logarithmic scale with the time range 3 to 10 ns being common to both “intermediate delay” and “long delay” evaluations.

Note that the spectral features assigned to charges comprise their absorption as well as the photobleach they generate, and in addition the electro-absorption signal due to the Stark effect that opposite charge carriers impose on molecules in the ground state located within the transient electric field. The intensity of that third component is not only proportional to the density of charges, but also to the square of the average distance between charges of opposite sign. Its time evolution is thus different from that of the charge carrier density. Here, the electroabsorption feature is partly present in the charge-induced absorption spectrum: namely, the part corresponding to the maximum electron-hole distance found in the course of the decay. The second part of the electro-absorption has its own temporal evolution corresponding to the evolution of the internal field that the molecules in the ground state experience and it has to be taken into account by a third component in the MCR algorithm (here denoted as “component 2”). As we can see in Figure S3(c) the kinetics of the contribution of the electro-absorption in “intermediate delay” and “long delay” are very close, but do not match exactly, more precisely, the contribution is smaller in “intermediate delays”. This is most likely a consequence of the fact that a part of the electro-absorption is already included in the charge-induced absorption spectrum, namely the part corresponding to the minimum possible electro-absorption, itself corresponding to the maximum distance between charges of opposite sign that is reached within the considered time range; thus, the component 2 accounts only for the part of electroabsorption that actually varies within this time range. In the “intermediate delay” time range, the average density of charges is larger, as not as much recombination has occurred in this time range, especially at low fluences. As a result, the minimum distance between charges of opposite sign
is smaller and thus the minimum electro-absorption is larger, which implies that a smaller part of the electro-absorption is included in the “variable part” represented by component 2; hence, the smaller contribution of “component 2” in MD compared to LD. Note that even in “long delay”, the charge spectrum (“component 1” in MCR) seems to include some contribution of electroabsorption, as seen from the prominent peaks of opposite sign on each side of the onset of the photobleach around 2 eV (note that this is not the case in SM2:PC71BM, see Figure S2).

It appears that even though the density of charges is very low and the size of the SM-rich domains should facilitate a separation of charges that diminishes any field between them (see also TEM images),[18] the average distance between opposite charges remains small enough to create electroabsorption. This indicates that even after separation, a significant fraction of charges remains relatively close to the interface, even on a rather large timescale.

S5. Quantification of the density of charges:

In order to quantify the density of charges, we compared the TA signal at a pump-probe delays of 5 ns to the number of charges extracted in a TDCF experiment at a pump-extraction field delay of 5 ns (full charge extraction extending up to 500 ns). For comparison we used the TA data acquired in short delay measurements, because here the pump pulse width is the same as the one used in the TDCF experiment. In SM1:PC71BM, we found a factor of $6.5 \times 10^{-22}$ cm$^3$ between the charge density extracted from TDCF and the charge-induced absorption signal averaged between 1 and 1.8 eV (which results in an averaged charge carrier cross section of $6.5 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^2$ in that range for a sample thickness of 100 nm). In SM2:PC71BM, we found a factor of $6 \times 10^{-22}$ cm$^3$. Note that the fluence-dependence of the number of charges extracted by TDCF follows closely the trend of the optical signal obtained by TA experiments on SM1:PC71BM, however, this is not the case for SM2:PC71BM, for which the TDCF shows a much more pronounced sub-linear characteristics (see Figure S4). This suggests that additional losses are present in the TDCF experiment. Possible reasons are non-geminate recombination processes assisted by the electrodes as shown recently for a polymer:fullerene blend [Kurpiers, J. & Neher, D. Dispersive Non-Geminate Recombination in an Amorphous Polymer:Fullerene Blend. Sci. Rep. 6, 26832 (2016), which are dependent largely on the morphology and energetics near the contacts. Thus we used only the data of the lowest fluence of our TA experiments ($0.5 \mu J/cm^2$ in SM2:PC71BM), for which the non-geminate recombination remains negligible due to the low density of charges.
Here, we briefly outline the conditions and assumptions used to fit the charge carrier dynamics on the ns-µs timescale using our previously introduced two-pool model.[83]

For each fluence \( i \) we determined an initial density \( n_{0,i} \) of charges from the TA signal amplitude divided by the coefficient determined from comparison with TDCF results (see above). We assume the charges are divided between two pools, namely a density \( f \times n_{0,i} \) of spatially-separated charges and a density \((1-f) \times n_{0,i} \) of coulombically bound charges, that is, geminate pairs. For these two pools the following rate equations apply.

Coulombically bound charges recombine geminately with an inverse rate constant of \( \tau \):

\[
\frac{d(1-f)n_i}{dt} = - \frac{(1-f)n_i}{\tau} \quad (1)
\]

while spatially-separated charges recombine non-geminately with an apparent recombination order of \( \lambda + 1 \) and a prefactor \( k_\lambda \):

\[
\frac{dfn_i}{dt} = - k_\lambda (fn_i)^{\lambda + 1} \quad (2)
\]

This yields the following analytical solution used to fit the charge-induced absorption decay at each fluence \( i \):

\[
n_i(t) = (1-f)n_{0i} \left( 1 - e^{-t/\tau} \right) + (\lambda k_\lambda t + (fn_{0i})^{-\lambda})^{-1/\lambda} \quad (3)
\]

All fluences are fit simultaneously in a global fit using the shared parameters \( f, \tau, \lambda, \) and \( k_\lambda \) for all fluences. Note that at low fluence the onset of non-geminate recombination is delayed, so that geminate and non-geminate recombination are sequential instead of parallel and clearly separated by a plateau observed at early times in the charge carrier density dynamics. In that case, each of the parameters can be ascribed to a specific feature of the decay:

- \( n_0 \) is naturally the initial signal amplitude;
- \( \tau \) governs when the first part of the decay occurs (geminate recombination);
- \( f \) is the y coordinate of the plateau in a normalized graph (it’s the fraction of charges left after geminate recombination is completed);
- \( k_\lambda \) governs the position of the end of that plateau (non-geminate recombination actually sets in around \( t = (fn_{0i})^{-\lambda} / \lambda k_\lambda \), but the values of \( f, \lambda \) and \( n_0 \) are already determined by other features);
- \( -\lambda \) is the asymptotic slope of the decay at long times on a log-log representation.

As a result, there is little capacity for parameters to influence each other. However, at low fluences the poor signal to noise ratio makes the fits ambiguous, whereas at high fluences, geminate and nongeminate recombination are occurring in parallel.[84] Consequently, employing a global fit that uses several fluences enables us to mitigate these problems.

Note that the non-geminate recombination prefactors \( k_\lambda \) extracted for the two materials cannot be directly compared as they are a function of the recombination order \( \lambda \) – see Equation (2). In order to have a comparable value, we reduced the recombination to a bimolecular process and determined the prefactor \( k_2 \) by

\[
k_2n^2 = k_\lambda n^{\lambda+1} \quad (4)
\]

Using this approach, the value of \( k_2 \) depends on the density of charges. In order to get a value relevant for solar illumination conditions, we use a density of charges of \( n = n_{1sun} = 5 \times 10^{15} \) cm\(^{-3}\) corresponding to the density of charges that can be observed at 1 sun illumination conditions. Thus

\[
k_2 = k_\lambda n_{1sun}^{\lambda-1} \quad (5)
\]
Table S2. Recombination parameters extracted by using the aforementioned two-pool model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>$n_{0,i}$ [cm$^{-3}$]$^a$</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$\tau$ [ns]</th>
<th>$\lambda + 1$</th>
<th>$k_2$ [cm$^3$s$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM1:PC71BM</td>
<td>$(1.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>$0.77 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$1.2 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>$2.9 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$(1.6 \pm 0.7) \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(7 \pm 2) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(3.5 \pm 0.6) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(2.2 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(1.4 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM2:PC71BM</td>
<td>$(2.4 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>$0.87 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$3.8 \pm 0.4$</td>
<td>$2.6 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$(1.0 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(1.5 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(7 \pm 2) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(3.1 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(2.2 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Determined by the charge induced signal amplitude (reconstructed from MCR in the case of SM1, directly measured in the case of SM2) divided by the $n/\Delta OD$ ratio as found from the comparison with the fluence dependent TDCF (see “Quantification of the density of charges” section).
S7. Transient Photocurrent

Figure S5: Transient short-circuit current (non-normalized) in response to a 200 µs white light (LED) pulse for (a) non-optimized (no DIO) and (c) optimized (0.5% DIO, v/v) SM1-based BHJ devices, and (b) non-optimized (no DIO) and (d) optimized (0.2% DIO, v/v) SM2-based BHJ devices. The light intensity is given in sun equivalent.

Figure S6: Transient short-circuit current non-normalized (a) and normalized (b) from SM2:PC 71BM devices cast from 0.5% DIO showing a slight deterioration of the light intensity dependence relative to ideal devices cast from 0.2% DIO. However, the deterioration is not as drastic as that which occurred in the case of the SM1-blends.
S8. Fit of the JV Characteristics

The JV characteristics of both optimized blends were fitted to Eq. 1 by varying the charge carrier mobility. Values for the non-geminate recombination coefficient $k_2$ were taken from the TAS data and the layer thickness $d$ was set to 80 nm in both cases. As TDCF showed that the generation efficiency is a function of bias in the SM2 blend, the same bias dependence was used to describe $J_G(V)$ in Eq. 1. For the SM1 blend, TDCF revealed bias-independent charge generation; therefore the generation current was assumed to be constant in the fit of this blend.

The resulting fits are displayed in Figure S7. The SM2 blend can be well described by the given parameters and a mobility of $\mu_{\text{eff}} = 4.5 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/Vs, while weak shunting needed to be taken into account to describe the SM1 blend characteristics over the entire bias range.

![Figure S7: JV characteristics of the optimized devices together with the fit to Eq. 1.](image-url)
S9. STXM Measurement of Absolute Domain Composition

Figure S8: NEXAFS spectra of the three molecules studied in this work ("c71" is PC71BM) scaled to bare atom mass absorption coefficient as detailed in Ref 59. The uncertainty comes from counting statistics and accuracy of the data stitched into the bare atom spectrum.

Figure S9: (a). Composition map for SM1:PC71BM processed from CB without DIO additives. (b). Thickness map for the same region as in (a). (c). A composition profile (Blue) extracted from (a) and thickness profile (Red) extracted from (b). Profile locations are marked in their respective colors in (a) and (b). Uncertainties incorporate counting statistics of the two images and uncertainties in the reference spectra (Figure S8).

Figure S9 displays composition and thickness maps for the SM1:PC71BM blends obtained via STXM using photon energies at 284.4 eV and 310 eV. NEXAFS measurements of pure films of each molecule are displayed in Figure S8 and were used to calculate the composition and thickness as detailed in our previous work.[32] Notably for composition in wt.%, densities of the molecules are not needed. However, for the thickness calculation, densities are necessary and the average film density $\rho_{avg} = 1.35 \frac{g}{cc}$ was used based on the NR measurements and the known blend ratio. Dark regions in the composition maps appear to be a dispersed phase with an approximate size of 100 nm and composition of $83 \pm 2$ wt. % SM1. The matrix phase appears to be $30 \pm 3$ wt. % SM1 (70% fullerene). However, the size of these phases indicates that the data is convolved with the STXM beam tails. Our previously published knife-edge test revealed $6.0 \pm 0.5$ % remaining light from the X-ray beam 100-200 nm away from the edge at the composition-sensitive energy used (284.4eV).[59] For a symmetrical beam and circular domains, this translates into $18 \pm 2$ % of the beam measuring the matrix phase while it is centered on the dispersed phase. To correct for this, we invert the following system of equations:
\[ x'_{1A} = (1 - f)x_{1A} + f x_{2A} \]
\[ x'_{2A} = f x_{1A} + (1 - f)x_{2A} \]

where \( x'_{1A} \) is the STXM measured composition of molecule A in domain 1, \( x_{1A} \) is the actual composition, and the X-ray beam fraction in the wrong domain \( f = 0.18 \). Deconvolution results in \( x_{1A} = 98 \pm 4 \text{ wt.\%} \) and \( x_{2A} = 15 \pm 5 \text{ wt.\%} \) (all uncertainties propagated). The dispersed domain (domain 1) is likely pure SM1 with the possibility of a thin skin layer of PC\(_{71}\)BM on the surface.

**S10. Effect of MoOx versus PEDOT:PSS surfaces on morphology**

Figure S10: Raw STXM transmission intensities acquired at a photon energy of 284.4 eV for SM1:PC\(_{71}\)BM blends. a) Film cast from pure CB on a MoOx/glass substrate. b) Film cast from pure CB on a PEDOT:PSS/glass substrate. c) Films cast from 0.2 v.\% DIO on a MoOx/glass substrate. d) Films cast from from 0.2 v.\% DIO on a PEDOT:PSS/glass substrate.

Figure S10 shows that the substrate type MoOx/glass or PEDOT:PSS/glass does not significantly affect the lateral mesoscale morphology in SM3:PC\(_{71}\)BM processed either from pure CB or CB+0.2 v.\% DIO.
S11. Polarized STXM Study of Orientational Domains

STXM is sensitive to molecular orientation when using a photon energy resonant with the C1s-\(\pi^*\) transition due to the large dipole moment perpendicular to the aromatic plane of a molecule.\[^{[85]}\] We demonstrate this here with films of the liquid crystalline SM2 molecule. In Figure S11a, the film is imaged using a photon energy of 285.4 eV, which is resonant with the \(\pi^*\) transition as shown in Figure S8. In this image, domains composed of aligned molecules are revealed. If the same image is acquired at 310 eV as shown in Figure S11b (not resonant with any particular molecular orbital), the film appears uniform indicating that the domains revealed at the former energy are not due to thickness variations. Thus, as we reported earlier, SM2 exhibits liquid crystalline ordering behavior.

A systematic study of molecular alignment in our films is presented in Figure S12 where we compare composition domains in the left column (E=284.4eV) with orientational domains in the right column (E=285.4eV). This study reveals liquid crystalline ordering in both molecular systems which is interesting since as we reported earlier polarized optical microscopy revealed no crystallization of SM1.\[^{[18]}\] Comparison with composition domains in the images on the left side are smaller than orientational domains in the images on the right side, but with the SM1 molecule, the orientation persists even in the presence of PC71BM both with and without DIO. Orientational domains in all films are in the range of 0.5-1.5 um in size with SM2 producing smaller domains than SM1. Neither composition nor orientation scans of the SM2:PC71BM blend cast with optimized DIO reveal any structural details due to the resolution limits of STXM.

![Figure S11: Demonstration of STXM sensitivity to orientation in an SM2 film (cast from pure CB). a) STXM image at 285.4 eV (C1s – \(\pi^*\) transition). b) STXM image at same location as in a) but with a photon energy of 310 eV (non resonant).]
Figure S12: Raw STXM images (detector intensity) for SM1 and SM2 samples at a composition-sensitive energy ($E=284.4$ eV) or an orientation-sensitive energy ($E=285.3$ eV – C1s to $\pi^*$), polarization is horizontal. All images are 4um x 4um (see scale bar in (a) and 1um axis ticks). Each tick mark is 1um. (a) Orientation image of pure SM1 processed from CB. (b) Orientation image of pure SM2 from CB. (c) and (d) Composition and orientation images, respectively, of SM1:PC$_{71}$BM blend processed from CB. (e) and (f) Composition and orientation map, respectively, of SM1:PC$_{71}$BM blend processed with 0.5 v.% DIO. (g) and (h) Composition and orientation map, respectively, of SM2:PC$_{71}$BM blend processed with 0.5 v.% DIO. Although no domains or orientation are detected likely due to the 3D nature of the features that are smaller than the STXM resolution.
S12. Calculation of Domain Composition Fluctuation

Here we calculate the domain compositions of SM1 and SM2 blends films cast without and with optimal DIO concentrations assuming a two domain model. We do this by combining RSoXS measurements with the absolute domain composition measured in STXM on the SM1 blend film cast without DIO. The Porod scattering invariant $P$ can be calculated in two ways

$$P = \int_0^\infty I(q)q^2 dq = \frac{8E^4V}{(hc)^4} |\Delta n_{12}|^2 \phi_1 \phi_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $I(q)$ is the scattering intensity, $E$ is the photon energy, $V$ is the scattering volume, $h$ is Planck’s constant over $2\pi$, $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum, $\Delta n_{12}$ is the difference in the index of refraction between domains 1 and 2, and $\phi_1$ is the volume fraction of domain 1. \cite{61} Here the integral assumes spherical symmetry of the scattering pattern and characterizes the scattering power of a system over all possible length scales of domains. In our case the q-range we have measured covers spectral frequencies from $\approx$3 nm to $\approx$1000 nm and is likely sufficient for our molecule materials. However extending the data to higher q-ranges via a power law fit (see Figure S16) does not alter the integrals within 1% precision.

The difference in the index of refraction between domains in Equation (6) can be further separated into the difference of index between the molecules and the composition of each domain: $\Delta n_{12} = \Delta n_{AB} \Delta x_{12}$. Here, $\Delta n_{AB}$ gives the difference in index of refraction between pure components (labelled A and B) and $\Delta x_{12} = x_A1 - x_A2$ where $x_Aj$ is the mass fraction of molecule A in the $j^{th}$ domain.

$$x_Aj = \frac{m_{Aj}}{m_{Aj} + m_{Bj}}$$

Where $m_{ij}$ is the mass of the $i^{th}$ material in the $j^{th}$ domain. Therefore, the denominator above gives the total mass of the $j^{th}$ domain. Figure S13a shows our calculation of $\Delta n_{AB}$ from NEXAFS measurements in Figure S8. The energy indicated in the figure (283.5 eV), is used for this analysis because it is relatively sensitive to composition but insensitive to roughness or orientation fluctuations. The energy is, furthermore, below the absorption edge and thus limits radiation damage and X-ray fluorescence backgrounds.

We measure $P$ through integrating the scattering profiles in Figure 6c. To assure the same scattering volume, we normalize $P$ to film thickness. Film thickness was measured by fitting transmission NEXAFS spectra acquired with the same X-ray beam at the same location on the film used for the scattering experiment. Measurements and fits are shown in Figure S13b. Although the integral for $P$ assumes spherical symmetry of scattering, and thus isotropic domain structure, we know this will not be the case when domain sizes are at or above the film thickness. This is true in the case of the SM1 blends, and reciprocal space scattering is more likely to only have cylindrical symmetry. To correct for this, we measure $I(QZ, QXY)$ by tilting the film within the X-ray beam and correcting $P$ for the lower symmetry as was described in our previous publication. \cite{86} The data used for this calculation is displayed in Figure S13c & d showing cylindrical symmetry for the scattering pattern. SM2 blends, having domain sizes well below the film thickness were assumed to scatter in a spherically symmetric pattern.
Figure S13: Data used to quantify RSoXS. 

a) Molecular contrast functions between SMx and PC71BM. Densities for each molecule used in this calculation were taken from the NR measurements ($\rho_{SM} = 1.19 \text{ g/cc}$, and $\rho_{PCBM} = 1.5 \text{ g/cc}$). Arrow represents the energy at which RSoXS data was primarily analyzed. 

b) NEXAFS absorbance profiles of each film with bare-atom step-edge fits to determine film thickness. Film thicknesses were 98±3 nm and 87±2 nm for SM1 blends without and with 0.5 v.% DIO, respectively. Thicknesses for SM2 blends without and with 0.2 v.% DIO were fit to be 82±3 nm and 88±2 nm, respectively. 

c) and d) are $I_{QxQy}$ reciprocal space maps of scattering (linear color scale) demonstrating cylindrical symmetry of scattering for the SM1 blend films. The data were used to correct for the assumption of spherical symmetry of scattering with $\frac{\lambda}{\theta} = 0.905$ for the film without DIO and $\frac{\lambda}{\theta} = 1.16$ for the film with DIO.

With the measurements above of $P$ and $\Delta n_{AB}$, we can solve Equation (6) for the unknown terms

$$\frac{P}{|\Delta n_{AB}|^2} = C |\Delta x_{12}|^2 \phi_1 \phi_2$$

(7)

Where the unknown scale factor $C$ includes the sample-independent scale factors in Equation (6) as well as unknown experimental factors such as detector efficiency. To determine these remaining unknowns, we use our STXM analysis above and the known mass ratio ($R_m$) of the two molecules in the film (with total masses $M_A$ and $M_B$): $R_m = M_A/M_B = 1$ for our 1:1 by weight films. Here the total mass of molecule $A$ can be parameterized as $M_A = m_{A1} + m_{A2} = V_1 \rho_1 x_{A1} + V_2 \rho_2 x_{A2}$, where $V_j$ is the volume of domain $j$, and $\rho_j$ is the mass density of domain $j$. $x_{A1}$ and $m_{ij}$ are the mass fraction and total mass within a domain as defined previously. SM density was measured through neutron reflectivity to give $\rho_{SM} = 1.19 \text{ g/cc}$ and PC71BM density $\rho_{PC71} = 1.5 \text{ g/cc}$. In this analysis we define the domain density as a weighted average comparing the mass density of each component scaled to their weight fraction. Keeping the total mass of each domain conserved, $x_{A1} + x_{B1} = 1$, along with known mass ratio, we can construct the following relationship relating the mass fraction of each domain to their respective phase volumes for a single component.

$$\rho_r \phi_1 x_{A1} + \phi_2 x_{A2} = \frac{R_m}{R_m + 1} (\phi_1 \phi_r + \phi_2)$$

(8)
Where we introduce $\rho_r$ as the ratio of densities between domains 1 and 2. Using our STXM analysis of the SM1 blend films cast with optimized DIO we can directly calculate the phase volume fractions for this sample to be 46 v.% pure SM1 and 54 v.% PC71BM-rich phase which agrees well with the STXM image itself showing approximately equal areas for each phase. With this knowledge, Equation (7) allows a direct calculation of the scale parameter $C$ allowing a comparison to other samples with domains smaller than the resolution of the STXM through the RSoXS scattering intensity.

Not knowing the exact phase volume for the other samples, we cannot determine with absolute precision, their domain compositions. However, since the scale parameter $C$ is the same for all samples, $\Delta x_{12}$ as a function of the domain volume fraction can be now calculated for all four films using equation (7) and is plotted in Figure S14a for each film. Since any value is physically possible the bar graph reported in Figure 6d is the average of all possible values with the total range included in the error bars.

The composition of each phase as a function of volume fraction can also be determined by adding together equation (7) and (8) giving the relationship

$$x_{A1} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{P}{\phi_1 \frac{C|\Delta n_{AB}|^2}{\phi_1 \rho_r + \phi_2}^{-1}}$$  (9)

This information is plotted in Figure S14b. As discussed in the main text we believe a pure small molecule phase is present in all samples (100 wt.% on the y-axis of Figure S14b) with the remaining SM intimately mixed with PCBM. This is due to the diffraction signal from the SM’s in GIWAXS as well as the excellent correlation between GIWAXS coherence length and RSoXS domain spacing. In this case, the composition of the other (mixed) domain is equal to $\Delta x_{12}$, and the volume fractions for each domain are given by the left-most points from each trace in figure S14b.

---

**Figure S14:** Compositional phase diagram showing all possible domain compositions and volume fractions consistent with the measurements in this work for each of the four samples investigated. As there are three variables ($x_{A1}$, $x_{A2}$, and $\phi_1$) and only two measurements (TSI and $R_m$), this analysis alone can only determine the relationship between the parameters. Thus (a) displays the dependence of $\Delta x_{12}$ on $\phi_1$ while (b) displays the dependence of both $x_{A1}$ and $x_{A2}$ on $\phi_1$ for all four samples. In (b) the two plots for each sample represent the SM-rich (upper) and SM-poor (lower) domain compositions.
S13. Domain Density and Orientational ordering in RSoXS signals

Comparison of RSoXS profiles at three key energies enables the separation of signals from density, compositional, and orientational domains with the active layers and are displayed in Figure S15. First the red scattering profiles are those presented in the main text and are most sensitive to composition fluctuations (scattering from density and orientation is suppressed). Comparing these profiles to ones acquired at 270 eV (mainly density scattering including surface roughness) demonstrate that the compositional domains of SM1 do have a slight density difference which gives rise to the mirrored domain feature in those traces (see black arrows in the figure). However the 270 eV intensities being ~100 times lower indicates that the density differences are small. In contrast, the same energy comparison for SM2 reveals no mirrored domain feature in 270 eV profiles, demonstrating that compositional domains here have identical densities.

Turning to profiles sensitive to orientational domains (green profiles), it can be inferred that orientational ordering is occurring at spatial frequencies where scattering at 285.4 eV is higher than at 283.5 eV, since 285.4 eV is the energy that directly resonates with the SMx molecule’s C1s to π* transition. This transition has a large dipole moment normal to the aromatic plane of the molecule, and so variations in the orientation of this dipole over the distances shown on the top axes will result in increased scattering. In agreement with STXM images of SM1 blends, this enhanced signal of orientational order is present in both films at a lower spatial frequency (larger wavelength) than the composition domains (see green arrows in the figure). For SM2, however, no orientational domains were visible in the STXM. In agreement with this, orientational domains appear to be largely absent from RSoXS of blends without DIO (low Q in Figure S15c where all three traces coincide). However, in SM2-blends with DIO, scattering at 285.4 eV is enhanced at \( Q = 0.02 \text{ nm}^{-1} \) indicating reemergence of orientational domains with DIO (see green arrow). This result is consistent with measurements of increased aggregation in UV-vis absorbance data shown in Figure 1d and is likely another sign that increased non-crystalline ordering is aiding performance of these devices. The increased scattering at 285.4 eV at high-Q values is confirmed to be from X-ray fluorecence and does not reflect structure in film.
Figure S15: RSoXS profiles at energies maximally sensitive to three different sources of scattering: roughness/density (270 eV, black lines), molecular composition (283.5 eV, red lines), and molecular orientation (285.4 eV, green lines). Arrows are guides to the eye. Profiles for SM1 devices without DIO (a) and with optimized DIO (b). The same arrangement in (c) and (d) for SM2 devices.
S14. Domain Interfaces

Figure S16: Power law analysis to RSoXS profiles. Fits to SM1 CB result in a power of $p_{\text{CB}} = 4.2 \pm 0.1$, while fits to SM1 with optimized DIO result in a power of $p_{\text{DIO}} = 3.8 \pm 0.1$. Both are close to the power($p = 4$) associated with smooth and sharp interfaces. SM2 blends don’t have enough range after the peak to fit quantitatively.

S15. Neutron Reflectivity

Data Analysis Methods:

The NR data was reduced to give plots of log(Reflectivity) versus $Q$ and analysed using the Motofit reflectometry analysis program. The NR fits described used an SLD of $2.07 \times 10^{-4}$ $\text{nm}^{-2}$ for the silicon substrate and included a native oxide layer on the surface of the substrate with an SLD of $3.47 \times 10^{-4}$ $\text{nm}^{-2}$. Mass densities were determined from the modelled SLDs using the SLD calculator built into Motofit. Data were modelled as slabs of different SLDs using the minimum number of layers defined by a thickness, a roughness and an SLD parameter. The neat SMs and MoOx were fitted as single layers on top of the Si/SiO$_2$ substrates. The SM2/PC$_{71}$BM film could be fitted as a two-layer film on top of an Si/SiO$_2$/MoO$_x$ substrate. The SM1/PC$_{71}$BM profile could not be reproduced by such simple models and was fitted using the discrete density profiling method. The organic layer was modelled with 20 layers of fixed thickness (4 nm) and roughness (1 nm) and the SLDs of the layers were allowed to vary to determine the vertical SLD profile. SM:PC$_{71}$BM weight ratios were calculated from the modelled SLDs using a previously reported method. To account for random sample to sample variations, a relative error of $\pm 5\%$ was ascribed to all modelled SLDs and densities and these errors were propagated throughout the weight ratio calculations.
Figure S17: Neutron reflectivity profiles and model fits [a) and c)] and the corresponding SLD versus thickness plots [b) and d)]. Data for SM1 and SM2 spin coated with and without DIO onto silicon wafers are shown in a) and b) and data for the blend systems spin coated with DIO onto silicon wafers coated with a thin layer of MoOx is shown in c) and d). In a) and c) the traces are offset for clarity, individual points represent recorded data and the solid lines indicate optimized fit curves. In b) the solid lines indicate SMs without DIO and the dashed lines SMs with DIO. In d) the dashed lines indicate the SLDs of the neat materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>SLD ( (\times 10^{-4} \text{ nm}^{-2}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC71BM</td>
<td>Base Si</td>
<td>PC71BM</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat SM1 from CB and CB+DIO</td>
<td>Bare Si</td>
<td>SM1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat SM2 from CB and CB+DIO</td>
<td>Bare Si</td>
<td>SM2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM2:PC71BM blends from CB+DIO</td>
<td>MoOx/Si</td>
<td>Blend (average)</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM2:PC71BM blends from CB+DIO</td>
<td>MoOx/Si</td>
<td>Blend at surface</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blend in bulk</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S3: SLD values for layers within each sample measured with Neutron Reflectivity. Values are extracted from the fits shown in Figure S17. Value for PC71BM is from Reference[65].
Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-Ray Scattering (GIWAXS) experiments were performed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center beamline 11-3 with an incidence angle of 0.2° and five 60-second exposures were averaged. For GIWAXS, 60 mg/mL stock solutions of SM1, SM2, and PC_{71}BM in CB were held at 50°C for ~4 hours before being mixed and diluted to a total solids concentration of 30 mg/mL. SM27 and SM28 neat and blend (1:1) films were spin cast at 800 RPM with 800 RPM/s acceleration onto Silicon substrates from chlorobenzene with 0, 0.2%, or 0.5 % DIO by volume. All spin coating was performed in a Nitrogen glovebox. After spin coating, samples were allowed to dry in ambient conditions in the glovebox for over an hour.

Data was calibrated using an LaB6 standard and the Nika/Igor package. Conversion to Qxy/Qz and to Q/Chi was done using a custom script for Igor developed by Stefan Oosterhout. For Scherrer analysis, somewhat isotropic peak at low Q was integrated along χ and fitted to a Gaussian peak on a linear background. The peak width was converted to a coherence length using the Scherrer equation:

\[
D = \frac{K \lambda}{B \cos \theta}
\]  

where D is the coherence length, K is a shape factor taken as 0.94, \( \lambda \) is the X-ray wavelength (12.735 keV = 0.9736 Å), B is the FWHM of the peak, and 2θ is the diffraction angle which is related to Q through Bragg’s law.

We also measured a separate batch of films on Si/PEDOT:PSS and on Si/MoOx to check consistency between substrates and between batches. This second set of experiments measured SM1 and SM2 blend films with 0 or 0.5% DIO in the case of SM1 and 0 or 0.2% DIO in the case of SM2. There was good consistency between batches and substrates. All the data is presented in Figure S18.
Figure S18: GIWAXS of 1:1 blend materials, with various substrates. SM1:PCBM uses 0.5% DIO and SM28:PCBM uses 0.2% DIO in rows specifying “0.2 or 0.5% DIO”. Broad peaks centered at $(Q_x, Q_z) = (1.64, 1.07) \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ are due to Silicon substrate. PEDOT:PSS gives rise to weak, isotropic scattering rings at $Q \approx 1.23, 1.82 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$, and MoO$_x$ gives rise to isotropic scattering rings at $Q \approx 0.76, 1.93 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$. Similarly, PCBM gives isotropic scattering rings at 0.7, 1.4, and 2.0 Å$^{-1}$. Total exposure times for samples on Silicon were 300s; all other samples had exposure times of 180s. All data was collected with an incident angle of 0.2°.